3D facial landmark detection is important for applications like facial expression analysis and head pose estimation. However, accurate estimation of facial landmarks in 3D with head rotations is still challenging due to perspective variations. Current state-of-the-art methods are based on random forests. These methods rely on a large amount of training data covering the whole range of head rotations. We present a method based on regression forests which can handle rotations even if they are not included in the training data. To achieve this, we modify both the weak predictors of the tree and the leaf node regressors to adapt to head rotations better. Our evaluation on two benchmark datasets, Bosphorus and FRGC v2, shows that our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods with respect to head rotations, if trained solely on frontal faces.
Introduction
Accurate facial landmark positions are necessary for several applications. In particular facial expression analysis and head pose estimation algorithms benefit from robust facial landmark detections. Towards this direction most facial landmark estimation approaches utilize 2D image information to locate these salient points on the face. However, 2D methods are not robust in case of texture-less regions and illumination changes, so considering range data offers the possibility to overcome these problems. Facial expressions, rotations and occlusions remain challenging for facial landmark localization from range data. Applying rotational invariant local descriptors [1, 8] , such as shape index or spin image histograms, can handle these problems to some extent. These descriptors are often computationally expensive and are therefore difficult to apply in real time applications. Recently, random forests showed promising results to estimate facial landmark localizations in real time [4] . In order to achieve robustness to head pose changes, these approaches need a large amount of training data which covers the range of possible head rotations. Generating training data covering the head rotation space is challenging and expensive. Thus, many approaches rely on synthetic training data. However, specific characteristics of sensors are difficult to simulate on synthetic data. To overcome the challenge of generating training data containing all possible head rotations we present a new method. Our approach is an extension of existing random regression forests [3, 5, 13] but in contrast to existing methods it performs better for unseen rotated faces. We propose a rotation-normalization to counter the effect of depth changes caused by head rotations. The leaf node predictors of the regression forests are modified with a local coordinate transformation. Additionally, we extend the depth comparison feature in the internal nodes to perform rotational invariant. Experiments show the robustness of our method against unseen head rotation. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss recent related work. Then, in Sect. 3 we present our new approach for 3D facial landmark detection with regression forests. The experimental Sect. 4 shows the performance of our method in case of head rotations. Additionally, we show the robustness against unseen individuals and facial expressions on frontal images.
Related Work
In general, 2D facial landmark methods can be divided into global methods and local methods. Global methods take the whole face into account whereas local methods rely on the localization of salient points by considering the local neighborhood. In recent years, combinations became popular [11, 14] . However, 2D image based approaches are often sensitive to varying illumination and textureless image regions, whereas depth based methods offer the chance to overcome these problems [15] . With the introduction of affordable depth sensors, 3D data gained interest for facial landmark detection. Similar to 2D methods, they can be divided into global and local methods.
Global methods often rely on a facial model that describes the position of the facial landmarks in relation to each other. Recent approaches [1, 8] generate candidate landmarks by local shape descriptors like spin images or shape index features. Then a global model refines the candidate landmarks to establish final facial landmark positions. Due to the high computational cost of estimating the shape descriptors, it remains difficult to achieve real time performance.
Local methods do not use a model to filter outliers. Instead local information is leveraged to estimate the position of each landmark individually. One way to achieve this is to use conditional random forests [4] because of their ability to handle multi class problems and their ability to generalize well if a lot of training data is available. Random forests have the advantage of computational efficiency and therefore achieve real time performance.
Criminisi et al. summarize recent random forest approaches [2] , especially for real time applications where they show promising results. Random forests are applied in several applications such as human pose estimation [13] , hand gesture recognition [6] and facial landmark estimation [4] . There are mainly two types of random forests, classification forests to determine a set of discrete labels or regression forests to estimate continuous labels.
Shotton et al. [13] present an approach using classification forests to estimate joint positions in real time. Girshick et al. [5] extend this approach with regression forests to accurately locate joint positions. It was shown that in particular for joint positions with stable surroundings such as the head and shoulder regression forests outperform classification forests. In case of facial landmark estimation the surrounding is stable especially around the eye and nose region, so we use regression forests.
Regression Forests for Rotational Robust Facial Landmark Estimation
Establishing a dataset with all possible rotations available remains difficult. Especially in case of further variations, such as facial expressions, occlusion, person independence and illumination changes, where all combinations have to be collected. Hence, our goal is to estimate facial landmark locations of rotated faces without having rotated views in the training data set. To achieve this, we adapt the split function and the leaf regressors of the regression forests to handle rotations. We first summarize the approach of random regression forests for facial landmark detection, as presented by Fanelli et al. [4] and Girshick et al. [5] . Then we point out the drawbacks of this approach in case of unseen rotations and present our modifications which are more robust to rotations of the face.
Regression Forests for Facial Landmark Estimation
A random forest is an ensemble of decision trees. A tree is built based on a set of training samples. Each training sample consists of a rectangular patch of depth image representing a part of the face and the displacement vectors of the patch center points to the facial landmarks established from the ground-truth landmark locations. Each tree consists of internal nodes and leaf nodes. The internal nodes contain a splitting function, distributing the input samples to the child nodes. In the leaf nodes predictions are stored. These predictions are displacement vectors towards the facial landmark locations, estimated from the samples that reach the leaf node in the training phase. In the following we will describe the learning and the testing phase.
Training. The goal of the training phase is to determine the tree parameters and the leaf node predictors. The tree parameters are determined by a split function and by a quality measure which is maximized while training the tree. For each internal node in a tree, starting at the root the following steps are executed:
1. Generate a set of random splitting functions 2. Find the best splitting function with regard to the input samples and a given quality measure 3. Distribute the samples based on the best splitting function to the child nodes
In our general implementation we use the splitting function defined by Fanelli et al. [4] :
where F 1 and F 2 are asymmetric rectangles within a training patch P and τ is a threshold. |F 1 | −1 q∈F1 I(q) and |F 2 | −1 q∈F2 I(q) are the mean depth values inside the regions F 1 and F 2 . A set of rectangles and thresholds are randomly generated when training a node. To evaluate the quality of a splitting function we use the same measure for regression forests as Girshick et al. [5] .
Each internal node is split until either the maximum depth is reached or the number of examples falling into the node is smaller than a threshold. As described by Dantone et al. [3] in the leaf nodes a final predictor v l = {μ l , ω l } l=1,..,k for each landmark l is stored by combining the training examples reaching this leaf node. μ l is the mean of the displacement vectors and ω = 1 trace(Σ l ) is a weight estimated from the variance inside the node.
Testing. Given a range scan the goal of the testing phase is to estimate the 3D location of all facial landmarks. To achieve this, patches are densely sampled from the face area and branched through the random regression forest. For each patch the trees provide displacement vectors to the facial landmark positions including a weight. Displacement vectors are only considered with a weight larger than a threshold to ignore results from leaf nodes with high variances. To obtain estimations of the facial landmark positions the displacement vector reached in the tree is added to the center of the patch. Doing this for all patches results in a density map for each landmark.
To estimate the final facial feature location from these maps, clustering based on the euclidean distance is applied. The final landmark position is then estimated by applying mean shift to the cluster with the maximum number of votes.
Rotational Robust Facial Landmark Estimation
The general decision forest approach has some limitations concerning the robustness to unseen rotations. As shown in Fig. 1a , at the internal nodes the depth values of the subregions inside a patch are compared to a threshold. In case Fig. 2. Figure (a) shows an example patch (black) with two subregions (light blue) on a frontal face (left) and a rotated face (right). Figure (b) visualizes the normalization offsets (red) γ1 and γ2 dependent on the normal direction (blue) and the distance vectors towards the subregions d1 and d2 (pink) (Color figure online) of rotations, the depth values change which causes a modification in their difference. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1b , the displacement vector learned for a specific leaf node points towards the landmark location. However, in case of rotations the displacement vector will not point towards the correct location.
To overcome these issues, we extend the regression forest in two ways:
internal nodes:
We add an offset to the depth values used by the splitting function according to the normal direction 2. leaf nodes: We apply a rotation-normalization, both in the training and testing phase. Therefore, in the training phase we transform the input displacement vectors according to their local neighborhood. The tree training is performed with the normalized displacement vectors. Then, in the testing phase we back project the displacement vectors to obtain votes for the facial landmarks.
Internal Nodes. As shown in Fig. 1a , the difference of depth values changes in case of rotations. To overcome this issue we add an offset to the depth values of the subregions depending on the normal direction which is related to the rotation, shown in Fig. 2 . We add offsets γ 1 and γ 2 to the splitting function in Eq. (1) to achieve a rotation invariant depth comparison. The offsets are dependent on the normal direction n and the distance vectors d j pointing towards the subregions from the center of the patch, as shown in Fig. 2b . Our test function at the internal nodes results in:
with:
Since the normal vector is in world coordinates and the distance vectors are in image coordinates, we transform the distance vectors into world coordinates. To achieve this we scale the pixel distances with σ x and σ y , which are dependent on the focal length f and the mean distance of the face to the sensor z face : Fig. 3 . Figure (a) shows the training phase, where the tree is set up with projected displacement vectors. Figure (b) shows the testing phase, votes are back projected with the transformation (blue) (Color figure online).
with (x dj , y dj ) the distance vector in pixels. The world coordinates can be achieved directly from the point cloud. But this fails in case of missing or corrupted data due to noise.
Leaf Nodes. In the leaf nodes displacement vectors are stored pointing towards the facial landmark position. To obtain a rotation invariant displacement vector we estimate a local coordinate transformation, which we apply in the training and testing phase. In the following, we first explain the estimation of the local coordinate transformation and then how we apply it in the regression trees. The local coordinate transformation is estimated with PCA for each 3D point separately by the principal directions of the neighboring 3D points [7, 10] . To obtain a unique coordinate transformation, we define the directions of the last and second axes. The last axis w, which is the normal, is projected towards the viewing direction. We project the second axis v towards the right side. The direction of the first axis u is computed from the cross product of the first and second. This is performed without loss of generalization for the reason that the head is pointing towards the viewing direction and the roll rotation is limited to 90 degrees. This results in a coordinate transformation M = (u, v, w) T 
∈ SO(3)
To overcome the problem with the displacement vector, as shown in Fig. 1b , we use the local coordinate transformation. The transformation is applied in the training phase to learn the trees in a rotational invariant way and in the testing phase to obtain the results by backprojecting from the rotational invariant space to the currently rotated space.
In the training phase we apply the coordinate transformation at each patch i as follows (see Fig. 3a ): To train the tree structure patches P i = {I i , M i , δ i } are used, containing depth values of the patch I i ⊂ I, the local coordinate transformation matrix M i ∈ SO (3) and displacement vectors to k facial landmark locations projected with the local coordinate transformation
With these input patches the trees are trained as explained in Sect. 3.1 using the transformed offsets δ i in the leaf nodes. In the leaf nodes voting elements v l = {μ l , ω l } l=1,..,k for each landmark l are stored by summarizing the training examples reaching this leaf node.
In the testing phase, patches of new range scan are extracted from the face region and branched through the trees as explained in Sect. 3.1. In the leaf node a patch i reaches a displacement vector v l pointing towards a facial landmark normalized with regard to rotations, as shown in Fig. 3b . To obtain votes y i for facial feature locations, the displacement vector v l is therefore back projected with the current local rotation matrix M i :
with x i ∈ R 3 the current patch location. Afterwards we determine the final facial landmarks by applying the same steps as explained in Sect. 3.1: A probability map for each landmark is generated from the obtained votes. Final landmark locations are estimated by applying clustering and mean shift. One issue of the local coordinate transformation is that, in case of flat regions the transformation is not definitely determined, but random forests can compensate this problem. By applying the transformation in the training phase patches with strongly varying local rotations will generate leaf nodes with large variances. Therefore those leaf nodes will not influence the final landmark locations since in the testing phase votes of leaf nodes with high variance are ignored.
Evaluation
We perform two experiments to evaluate our methods.
To demonstrate the performance of our method against unseen rotations we use the Bosphorus dataset, where both frontal faces and faces with yaw rotations are available. It consists of 105 different subjects taken with a structured-light based 3D system. To evaluate our estimations we use the ground truth labels provided with the dataset by Savran et al. [12] . For training we only use the frontal faces whereas for testing we use the rotated faces.
Furthermore we evaluate our method on a frontal face dataset, to show that our extension does not lose performance in case of training and testing on frontal faces compared to state-of-the-art methods applied on frontal faces. For this experiment we use the FRGC dataset [9] , which consists of frontal range scans with different expressions. Furthermore, we show the person independence of our 
Head Rotations
To evaluate our method against unseen head rotations we perform our first experiment on the Bosphorus database. We train on frontal faces and evaluate on rotated faces. We divided the 300 frontal faces into 250 faces to train the tree parameters and perform cross validation on the remaining 50 neutral images to optimize the weighting threshold. We choose the fixed parameters of the trees according to Fanelli et al. [4] . To train our trees we randomly choose 3000 patches on 200 frames out of the 250 training frames. The size of the patches is set to 40 × 40. We trained 10 trees with a maximum depth of 20. Each tree votes for all landmark locations in the leaf node. The threshold of the maximum displacement length is set to 60 mm. In our first experiment we evaluated the mean success rate on rotated faces of a standard regression forest versus our extended regression forest. Table 1 shows the success rate of our method against recent regression forests. In this experiment we trained on frontal faces and evaluated on faces with yaw rotations. All evaluations are performed with a stride of 20. Our method outperforms recent regression forests in case of new rotations. For both methods, the landmarks at the borders are more noisy. In case of rotation the surrounding of the facial landmarks at the border changes significantly, unavailable features such as the ear become visible. Whereas, the surrounding of the area in the middle of the face stays similar. Regarding the results of the inner eye corners Fig. 4 . Average time in ms per frame versus percentage of correctly estimated landmark locations inside a radius of 10 mm for strides ranging from 0 to 75. Our method outperforms usual regression forests on faces rotated more than 30 • while not loosing performance.
Fig. 5.
Example results of our method on rotated faces [12] and frontal faces [9] . Left: Successful landmark localization results, right: failure cases and the nose tip, our method outperforms regression forests significantly. These three landmarks are enough to estimate the head pose. Figure 4 shows the ratio of correctly estimated landmark locations versus the time per frame in ms. The time is varied by changing the stride between the patches branched through the tree. The evaluation is performed with an unoptimized c++ code on 1 cpu core with 2.80GHz. This results in a runtime of less then 50 ms per frame fixing the stride to 20.
This experiment shows that we perform better on rotated faces while not losing computational time. Sample results are shown in Fig. 5 . We do not compare our method to [1] since we focus on real-time applications.
Person Independence and Facial Expressions on Frontal Faces
This experiment is performed for the sake of completeness to evaluate the robustness of our method against facial expressions and person independence. According to the approach of Perakis et al. [8] we use the same 300 frontal faces as training images. We divide this training set again into 250 images to set up the tree structure and perform cross validation on the remaining 50 training images. The tree parameters are chosen as explained in the previous experiments. To compare our approach to the method presented by [8] we evaluated our method on the same 975 depth images with various facial expressions. Table 2 . Comparison of mean average error estimation in mm (std. dev.) on frontal faces of FRGC v2 [9] to [8] and regression forests. Our method outperforms [8] and performs comparable to regression forests on frontal faces. However our approach generalizes better on rotated faces as shown in Table 1 Table 2 shows the mean average error of our method compared to the approach of [8] . Our method can handle unseen people and various facial expression robustly. It even outperforms a state-of-the-art method and performs comparable to the implementation of usual regression forest. However, on rotated faces it outperforms recent regression forest methods.
Conclusion
We present a new method for facial feature localization on rotated faces based on regression forests. In comparison to existing approaches we extend the forests by a rotation-normalization in order to improve the landmark localization across pose differences. Our approach generalizes better under unseen rotations for facial landmark localization. We obtain the same performance as current state-ofthe-art approaches on frontal faces. Moreover, our method outperforms existing real time approaches with respect to rotated faces. The important benefit is, that rotated faces do not have to be covered by the training set. The computational cost stays low achieving real-time performance with 20 fps.
